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eighbors oppose Sigma Pi's lawsuit
bers of Sigma Pi fraternity have
their zoning suit against the city a
or more space but residents by the
Street frat house say such an expanuld lower their property values.
letcing them expand past single·
dwelling classification, it jeoparthe stature of a residential (R 1)
borhood." s aid Dan Cougill,
ton mayoral candidate and neighbor
Sigma Pi's.

"I have no problems with these young
men," Cougill said. "It is on1y the expansion that is causing a problem."
If the fraternity doesn't like it, homeowners say Sigma Pi should take their
business to a different court.
"I think that the fraternities should try
through all available means to get into
Greek Court," said Gene Scholes, a resident at 815 Sixth St.
But for members of Sigma Pi, the near
century-old building at 956 Sixth St. is as
big a part of the organizations as its members.
" It is full of history and tradition, it's

almost like there's a nostagilia," said Steve
Glazebrook, president of Sigma Pi. "By
having this lawsuit, we mainly want to stay
ouc of Greek Court."
The suit arose after the Charleston Board
of Zoning Appeals and Planning turned
down the Sigma Pi's request for a building
permit to expand and remodel the house.
Plans calJ for 2,743 square feet to the
existing 5,351 square feet. Included in the
addition would be bathroom facilities,
meeting room, computer room and dining
room. Other plans include renovation of
the kitchen, house mother's room and attic
and installation of siding.

I

q calls on Vatican

..

Glazebrook said the fraternity's membership of almost 120 members is another reason for the expansion.
"We always didn't have chat many members in our fraternity," he said. "Fifteen or
20 years ago, the house only had around 60
members. With a lot more people, there's a
need for more space."
But residents like Scholes say the property values would hurt che area.
"Even though I am a Sigma Pi dad, I
opposed this because it would make it difficult to sell a house which makes it unfair
to the families surrounding the fraternity,"

end its 'Holy War'
GHDAD, lraq (AP) - Seekdefuse tensions, Iraq promTuesday to s top firing at
aircraft in "no-tly"' zones if
ing ra ids halt. The United
ns la te r accepted an Iraqi
to allow unrestricted flights
apons inspectors.
q said it w anted to give
'dent-elect Clinton a calmer
phere after his inauguration
nesday to s tudy the contion, which Iraq blames on
nal animosity by President
for Saddam.
offers came after Iraq was
ked for a third straight day
failing to cooperate with the
ons inspections and other
of the Gulf War cease-fire,
for firing at U.S. planes in
no-tly zones in northern and
m Iraq.
q said three people were
and three wounded Tuesraising the death toll to 46
e the air raids began last
esday.
Vatican, meanwhile, promto ask the United Nations at
ad's request to press for a
ue to end the crisis.
dam Hussein's government
in a television broadcast that
· ateral cease-fire would take
ct at S. a.m. Wednesday
ay 11 p.m.).
called the step "a gesture of
wiU toward the new Amer-

ican president, Bill Clinton, and
chrough tiim toward the American
people." An "open le tter" to
Clinton also appeared in a go vernme nt newspaper from Saddam's chief s po kesperson. It
urged the incoming preside nt lo
stop allie d bombing raids and to
adopt a more conc ilia tory approac h to lraq.
..Yo u s ucceeded in the elections under the slogan o f change.
Thi s means tha t when the
American people chose y ou, they
chose change and rejec ted current policies, " Abdul-Jabbar
Mohsen wrote in the government-run newspaper Al· Thawra.
Pentagon spokesman Pete
Williams called the cease-fire
offer a "helpful sign." But he
said Iraq had to remove weapons
that threaten allied planes over
the no-fly zones, and must stop
hindering U.N. weapon inspections.
Later, however, the United
Nations accepted the Iraqi offer to
let weapons inspection flights
resume without conditions.
"We will restart our flights as
soon as the commission deems it
feasible," said Rolf Ekeus, the
executive chair of the U.N.
Special Commission responsible for destroying Iraq's weapons
of mass destruction under terms
of resolutions that ended the

" Continued on page 2

Reallocation
inevitable,
says Jorns
By DAVID M. PUTNEY
Administration editor

Eastern ' s presidenc said not
even " the best of scen ario s"
would keep the school from reallocating its funds for its 3 percent
salary increase - a move that
comes for the second year in a
row.
President David Joms s aid the
school is being forced into this
year's reallocation by a lowerthan-expected budget increase for
fiscal year 1994.
Reallocation - which occurs
when a school takes money from
one area of the school and gives it
to another - is the first step of
Eastern's articulated strategic
plan, a multi-part plan that will
review the budget and goals of
the university.
The same scenario occurred
when the university had to move
funds to pay for a salary increase
in fiscal 1993, which ends in July.
Eastern is suffering from
chronic underfunding problems
that malce such actions necessary,
Joms said. Planned reallocation is
a symptom of ongoing budget
JEFF CULLER/Staff photographer problems caused by increasing
expenses and smaller than expected incomes, he said.
Warnings of danger had no effect on this Eastern student, as he and
Last year, the Board of Govothers enjoyed a hockey game on the campus pond by Carman Hall. ernors, the governing board
Temperatures were warmer Tuesday, hovering around 30 degrees.
which oversees Eastern, agreed to
•Continued 011 page 2
a $7 .2 million salary increase
over four years. The BOG
pledge-ed at the time that it
would not raise tuition to pay for
the raises, so Eastern must come
ASHINGTON (AP) - Fresh air battles British planes in a gesture of good will start- ments of the U.N. resolutions.
up with the money through real" We need to see Iraq change its behavior,"
ted over northern Iraq on Tuesday and ing at midnight on Clinton's Inauguration
location.
Stephanopoulos said.
'onal U.S. warships sailed to the region Day.
He said the Council on UniAt the Pentagon , spokesperson Pete
The move came after Iraq asked Clinton to
Bush administration prepared to hand
versity
Planning and Budget,
Williams
termed
the
offer
"a
helpful
sign."
troubled relationship with Iraq to abandon the allied air raid campaign, assening
which will generate a list of pos"dent-elect Clinton.
that continued attacks would not force cooper- But "more important than any statement is
action," he said, citing the two issues that sible cuts, will attempt to route
George Bush's presidency moved into ation by Baghdad.
money into areas that have been
"There is a cease-fire regimen in place in have drawn Iraq and the allies into military
final homs, his spokesperson said the
been neglected in the past. Ao
confrontation
repeatedly
in
recent
weeks.
· House wanted to see action backing up U .N. Resolution 687, and if Iraq complies
example of cutting comes in eduHe said haq must:
Iraqi offer to cease firing at allied planes with that, then there should be no problem, "
• Stop firing on U.S., British and Fremch cational equipment, which hasn't
"no-fly zones." The incoming Clinton said presidential spokesperson Marl in
been able to purchase new equipaircraft patrolling the no-fly zones in the north
"nistration, too, said iL wanted more than Fitzwater.
ment
in two years, he said.
and
south,
take
its
anti-aircraft
missiles
out
of
George Stephanopoulos, Clinton communis.
Jorns said cuts made to pay for
aq's ruling Revolutionary Command cations director, said Iraq's offer did nothing firing status and store them.
cil - headed by s ·!lddam Hussein - said to change the fact that the new administration
• Continued on page 2
would be no attacks on U.S., French or expects ••full compliance with all the require• Continued on page 2

On thin ice

linton weary of Saddam's olive branch
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FROM PAGE ONE
Neighbors
" From page I
he said. "This fraternity is already nonconforming
because it b not in Greek Court and this will just
compound lhat."
Virginia Anderson. of 948 Sixth St. said. "The
main concern in the neighborhood is that a house
will be unable to be sold as a family residence. For
many years, people have been unhappy with some of
the fraternities that are in private residential areas."
Cougill said he believed a lawsuit on the fraternity's behalf was an improper method of achieving its
expansion.
"I also think the lawsuit was the wrong path to be
taken in this particular situation." Cougill said. "The
city and university. including the students, should try
to come closer together. The lawsuit only detracts

from thb and will have a negative effect."
The fraternity is resolutely opposed to moving out
of the house and into Greek Court, located on the
southeast comer of campus. said Eli Sidwell, chapter
director and oflicer in the alumni association.
"The group and the alumni association decided a
couple years ago after a vote to wail three years and
see their feeling on it later." Sidwell said.
"The only recourse the fraternity had was through
administrative review," Sidwell added. "It's wasn 't
necessarily a zoning change, the building does need
to be renovated."
Sidwell said he hopes the expansion will begin in
the summer, adding that he is unsure when the court
date is or the end of the case.
Glazebrook said, "No mauer what though, we will
have a renovation done on this house."

Congratulates th
New Actives
Brandon Goble
Debbie Heap
Ginger Hendricks
Chris Karch
William Lange
Kari Larkin
Karen Lipinski
Kevin

Iraq
• From page I
Persian Gulf War.
The flights have been delayed
for two weeks because of a series
of Iraqi conditions, including a
now-abandoned demand that
inspectors use only Iraqi planes.
"The Special Commission
flights will come in with no problems," said Iraqi Ambassador
Nizar Hamdoon.
Before Iraq's announcement,
the U.N. Security Council had
scheduled a private meeting to
discuss the situation. The U.S.-led
air raids have drawn criticism
from Arab states. Russia and

some Western nations such as the
Netherlands.
Hamdoon told reporters the
cease-fire offer is a "gesture
toward the new administration"
and said he hopes for a "new kind
of relation based on dialogue and
not on military force."
The official Iraqi News Agency
said the cease-fire "will continue
unless the other side continues to
shoot."
U.S. warplanes attacked missile and radar positions in northern Iraq earlier Tuesday after
Iraqis fired at American planes
and took other hostile steps. the

Pentagon said.
The United States and Kuwait
also strengthened their positions
in the Persian Gulf region.
American officials said the aircraft carrier USS John F. Kennedy was moving into striking
range of Iraq in the eastern
Mediterranean. The carrier USS
Kitty Hawk already is in the gulf.
U.N. Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali. meanwhile.
asked the Security Council to
send 3,650 anned peacekeepers to
reinforce 353 observers momtoring the demilitarized zone along
the Iraq-Kuwait border.

Reallocation
.,. From page I
increases were too drastic. The cost-cutting policy of
leaving staff jobs unfilled has- left many top positions such as the physical plant director and the vice
president for student affairs open.
Although the Eastern administration will have the
final say about what gets cut and what gets funded,
Jorns promises to seek input throughout the process.

The Council on University Planning and Budget will
draw up a list of recommendations that will be sent
on to lhe vice president for academic affairs.
Jorns said he realizes budget cuts can become a
hot issue. He said he hopes he will be able to diffuse
criticism by including the Council on University
Planning and Budget - which is elected by lhe staff
- in the process.

• From page I
• Agree to the weapons inspections demanded by the United
Nations.
Both Williams and Fitzwater
denied the Bush administration
would steer clear of force against
the Iraqi military if provoked in
the final hours before Clinton is
sworn in at 11 a.m. on Wednesday.
.. We continue to watch Iraq 's
behavior. We certainly would not
hesitate to respond if necessary...
Fitzwater said.

Tuesday was lhe lhird consecu- return the fire, Williams said.
tive day of skinnishes over northIn a third incident at 4:30 a.m.
ern Iraq.
at a different location, two F-16s
About 1:30 a.m., Iraqi missile were fired on by Iraqi anti-aircraft
and radar installations "locked artillery. They dropped four cluson" a U.S. F-40 "Wild Weasel," ter bombs at the Iraqi weaponry.
\\. hich fired a anti-radar HARM bu t Pentagon officials "don't
missile at the site. located some know the results," Williams said.
14 miles east of the city of Mosul,
He also denied any cracks had
WiJliams said.
developed among the allies. say"We· re not certain of the ing "they remain united" on the
results." he said.
two cntical points: Saddam must
About an hour later, a U.S. Air comply with U.N. resolutions and
Force F-16 drew Iraqi anti-air- Iraq must not interfere with allied
craft artillery fire , but did not flights in the no-fly 1..oncs.
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5 BREADSTICKS w/TOMATO SAUCE.
Cheese Sauce ... 60¢ Extra

thJUNCTION
--------------------------

Union Bowling Lanes & Rec.

The JUNCTION offers 12 lanes for classes, open and league bowling, 6 billi
tables, video & pinball, and camping equipment rental.
Anyone interested in joining a league this fall should stop by the JUNcn<>n
Union or call 58 1-36 16.
The cost per week is only $3.00 plus shoe rental ($.35).

LEAGUE TIMBS •••
6:30
6:30
4:30
7:00

p.m. & 9 p.m ............. Monday Night COED
p.m. & 9 p.m ............. Tuesday Night COED
p.m ............................ Peterson Point (lndv.) Wed.
p.m............................ Wednesday Night Men

Location • • • North end of UNION STATION
Hours ••• M-TH ............ 9:00 a.m. - 10:30 p.m .
Fri ............... 10:00 a.m. - 11 :30 p.m.
Sat. ............. 2:00 p.m. - 11:30 p.m.
Sun ............. 4:00 p.m. - 10:30 p.m.
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though the rules and
on secondhand smoke
ged recently, Eastem's
g policy will, for now,
lhesame.
officials are saying a new
the Environmental ProAgency on the dangerous
of secondhand smoke may
the smoking policies
ut the state, although no
campus has been notified
possible changes.
new EPA report classified
and smoke among the
·ous cancer threats, causcases each year in nonmeaning of this report is
and clear," Louis W.
of the Department of
and Human Services told
iated Press. " It is time for
who smoke to make the
to stop."
's IO-year smoking poliremain in effect unless an
the President's Council
t The policy restricts smokdesignated areas on campus.
university has done a lot
lhis report (on secondhand
g) came out," said Lou
, vice president of student
ms, lecture and concert
gymnasiums, theaters, stor' mechanical equipment
and areas where volatile,
ble or explosive materials
nt are non-smoking areas.
s such as elevators, Booth
• reception areas, lounges,
, mail rooms, and service
also prohibit smoking when specifically designatsmoking.
'dence halls and university
nts may be designated as

LK*LK*LK*LK*LK*LK*LK*LK*LK*LK*LK
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JEFF CULLER/Staff photographer

Senior psychology major Allison Hill enjoys a cigarette Tuesday in the
McDonald's smoking section at the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union. New secondary smoke reports from the Environmental
Protection Agency have had no effect on the university's no smoking
policy.
"smoking permitted" or "no smok"(The) policy seems to be working" by the occupants, the policy ing," Hencken said. "(There have
states. Smoking in rooms is done been) no complaints from nonvia the "courtesy rule," on prefer- smokers."
ence of a non-smoking roommate.
While there have been no comThe policy also says restaurants, plaints, a tour of the union shows
cafeterias and other food service smokers in designated areas where
facilities must not exceed one-third smoking is prohibited.
of available space as smoking perJoan Gossett, director of the
mitted areas. McDonald's, the Union, said signs are posted
Rathskellar and the union lounges throughout the building designated
have signs posted designating both smoking and non-smoking
smoking and non-smoking areas.
areas.

!WHAT'S COOKIN'I

I E S ERVE

OFFICERS'

TRAINING

C 0 R PS
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GET MONEY FROM YOUR UNCLE INSTEAD.
Your Uncle Sam. Every year Army
ROTC awards scholarships to hundreds of
talented students. If you qualify,
these merit-based scholarships can ~EAO
help you pay tuition and educational

7th and Madison
(1 Block N. of the Square)
345-7427

OW FEATUruNG CHICKEN FAJITAS

fees. They even pay a flat rate for textbooks and supplies. You can also receive
an allowance or up to $1000 each
R H1
school year the scholarship is in
effect. Find out today if you qualify.

ARMY ROTC
TIE SMAllTISI' COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CD TAKE.
Clifford A. Messman, Captain, U.S. Army
Eastern Dllnols University. (217)-581-5944 can Collect

o!~~ Eastern News

It's time to do away with the BO
For almost two full years now,
the state Legislature and major
players In Illinois higher education
have debated whether to dissolve
the Board of Governors and Board
of Regents In an effort to streamline state university governance.
Hardly a week has gone by at
The Dally Eastern News where 'We
don't print comments from someone regarding the plan. The
rhetoric has become entirely predlctable, and I'm frankly tired of It.

OPINION
page
Editorials represent the opinion
of the editorial board. Columns
are the opinion of the author.
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 20, 1993

Clinton flip-flop
could doom new
administration
Some have called It the beginning of the
end, while others have said It was the best
public relations victory In history. Even more
have ciaimed the election of Bill Clinton and
Al Gore was a mandate for change.
But either way, President-elect Clinton will
be president-elect no longer as of Wednesday afternoon, when he and vice presldentelect Gore will be sworn In at the 1992 Presidential Inauguration.
As the nation's latest presidential duo sets
take office, The News hopes Clinton will stick
with most of his campaign promises and tackle
0
the vital problems America Is facing.
Health care and the deficit should rate as
high In the Clinton administration as It was
during the campaign. Health care was a pillar
on Clinton's platform and the deficit - while
It was a promise facilitated by the candidacy
of Ross Perot - is an issue "Slick Willie" cannot slip away from.
Education reform is another issue which
must be addressed immediately. Wife Hiiiary
Clinton came to Champaign In part of the
Democrat's attempt to woo young voters
with an emphasis on additional grants and
scholarships. The college vote came out
strong for the Clinton/Gore ticket.
International relations will also be a key In
places like Iraq and Somalia. But If Clinton
holds the policies of George Bush, then there
should be few problems.
Whatever Clinton does, he must first and
foremost not reverse his campaign promises.
An example of this ls the blatant flip-flop
Clinton made on Haitian refugees. Although
he Is not yet In oftke - and therefore cannot
be blamed for any policy decisions - this kind
of move ls a trouble indicator for the nation.
While Clinton stated in his campaign that
he wanted the refugees allowed into
America, he has now decided to send hundreds to their death by sending them back,
saying he ls moved by the numerous
refugees being killed and said he cannot
switch policy on a dime.
If this continues, Clinton will join George
Bush in the non-historic "one-termer's" club.

Chris
Sundhelm

llred of wrtting about It. tired of - - - - - hearing from the half dozen sources 'We endlessly quote
why each believes the system of eight state universities Is
screaming for reform or ac.c.ompllshlng Its objectives.
But Last week's report from the state auditor general
may have been the last revelation before Springfield
dedares open season on the BOG.
For students who still think the BOG Is a swampy
bayou In southern Louisiana, complete with bullfrogs.
dragonflies and maggots, they aren't far off.
But most, If they recognize the alphabet soup the
administration news has become. dismiss the debate as
too hard to understand and Irrelevant to thelr education

here.
A~ summary of the arduous debate:

In the spring of 1991, state Rep. Mike Weaver first
Introduced a blll that would dissolve the Board of
Governors, Eastern's 10-member governing body.
Weaver has touted his plan on the basis that It would
reduce bureaucracy. save taxpayers' money and offer
each university more autonany.
Weaver ordered an auditor's report released that fall
which was the first to criticize the BOG for wasteful
money management. The bill never came up for a vote
that year, and he reintroduced the bill only to have llllnols
'House Speaker Mike Madigan kill It early last summer.
But the talk persists, and Weaver's team starts this
year's session with a generous stock of rhetoric. Ccv.
Edgar at least wlJllng to consider the suggestion and the
Lt. Governor's task force recommending a change.
Now he's got some new ammunition.
The state auditor general's report released Friday blasts

the BOG and the BOR for more than doubling its
and lease costs In a Springfield hotel and using
than a third of the money devoted to a minority
ship program for administrative overhead exi::emes.
The BOG Increased its annual lease costs
$85.025 to $181.473 for space in the Springfield
The board also received 144 free hotel rooms. I
15 days use of the Capitol Suite, and pur
$107,331 worth of new furniture.
I've never been 100 percent certain what it is
does on a dally basis. Except for Chancellor
l.ayzell, none of the rest of the board members
full-time. Layzell, It would seem. stays barricaded
the other 32 employees who work In the office.
mally speaks through a spokeswoman and only
writes his position In publlc statements Intelligible
lawyers, administrators and a handful of journalists.
But 144 free rooms?
Supporters of Weaver's bill want accountability.
audit's findings slip away without some stiff
accountability for this group can be forgotten.
Adding to the frustration is a system of
balances that often keeps sweeping legl.slation
Ing In Statehouse flies until partisan Interests, local
and still-emerging studies dick together for a vote.
But the new General Assembly would be
Its duties to avoid confronting the Issue, serl
determined. After last week's report, I'll be
hear much In defe1se of the boards as they noN
Eastern got a small budget Increase this 'jeal
faces major program arts If an llllnols Board d
Education plan gets the go-ahead. That ls to say
about the IBHE's Priorities, Quality and Prod
Initiative.
All this while the BOG gives someone 15 free
the Capitol Suite?
Michelle Brazell, the BOG spokeswoman,
News. "It would take a giant leap for someone
dude that we should be ellmlnated because of
ftnd It Incredible that they would link reorgan
a routine audit report."

Think again.
- Chris SundheJm ls l>e'M editor and a regular
nlst lbrThe Dally Eastern News.
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Uneasy lies the head that
wears a crown.
Shakespeare

Is exhibit art or an excerise in sexis
the city Is partklpating In a corporate"""~..,...
gram with Speedo, than I 'm confident the

Recently, I was In the city bulldlng paying my water blll. I was
met by another female customer
leaving the water department,
who glanced at a display on the
walls of the outer foyer and said,
·Hmmm, this looks like something
In my son's room.·
As a female administrator In
higher education - as a woman, I
was appalled by this cut and paste

EJleen

Ing, which contained females In

Sullivan

up. The collage of media ~

swimsuits and other revealing cos- - - - - - tumes, was openly offensive and degrading to women.
I work dlllgently to Instill In fraternity men sensitivity
toward women. I feel that I am making progress In
empowering young women to confront lnapproprtate
behavior that demeans or degrades women In any way.
It ls frustrating to walk In to a public building only to find
that the leadership of this community Is working against
my efforts In making sure that students leave Eastern
sensitized and polltlcally COO'ect.
Most Amer1cans are not aware that many models In
magazlnes are the product of computer Imaging. This
tampering makes a value Judgement about female life:
That less Is more. Magazine editors have said that It's dlffkult to portray women as Intelligent when they are
wear1ng a swimming suit showcasing body not bralns. If

on a new meaning.
It's time~ realize that by showc.aslng an
as this one, 'We are condoning sexism. Sexism Is
student telling a fenale student that she got a
ship because of her looks. It's an Alabama Joo,t
that he didn't believe Karen Smith had been
harassed by her boss because. In his opinion,
wife was prettier.
It's congressmen. beaten by a pro women's
team saying, "They're faster, younger and
Instead of saying, Tuey won: It's George Bush
Perot. during one of the debates glandng at
sharing an uncomfortable moment of male
where both chuckled, when asked by a r
long did they reel It would be before America
an Afi1can-Amerlcan woman In the White House.
Sexism depicts women as valued for their
ments, not their lntelllgence. It's vital that 'We do
to stop Insensitivity toward special Interest groups.
It amazes me that the dty has c.ondoned an
that people may flnd lnapproprtate. Perhaps
society's future Is In better hands with a younger
tion. It's disappointing that the current leadership
to be behind the times In dealing with this Issue.

Elleen Sullivan ls a student actlvltles advisor fcx
aRalrs and a guest columnist lbrThe Dally Eastern

ly Eastern News
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cal bars disallowed
w liquor licenses
REN MEDINA
Charleston City Council
proposals for the reclassi'on of two city liquor
requests Tuesday during
lar meeting.
e city council fa iled to
e the requests of licenses
establishments Joker's,
Fourth St., and Stix
d Bar and Restaurant,
Fourth St., who both hold a
C liquor License limited to
and wine, to change their
r's was denied the Class
se in which the business
be able to sell package
Stix was denied a Class D
t license.
y area business owners
d the reclassification of
ass A license and Class D
during the meeting.
er's owner Mike Bickers
he planned to appeal
y's decision to a higher
'ty.
e'll just turn it (the deciover to the attorneys and
handle it." Bickers said.

The city council approved a
similar ordinance that reclassified a Class C license to a Class
A license for E.L. Krackers,
1405 Fourth St. Bar owners in
the Charleston area presently
have 11 Class A liquor licenses,
four Class C licenses and one
Class D License.
In other areas of business, the
council voted to approve a zoning amendment that would alter
the definition of a home day care
to follow that of the Illinois
D epartment of Children and
Family Services.
The ordinance would require
all providers to present the building and zoning officer proof of
an IDCFS License, the location of
the home, number of children,
hours of operation and proof of
smoke detectors and fire extinguishers in the home.
The council also tabled a
watershed zoning ordinance that
regulates construction and logging activity in the area s urrounding
the
Charleston
Reservoir. The ordinance is also
designed to prevent further
degradation of the city's water
quality.

cture focuses on gay rights
e Di strict of Columbia
s tried to tell Craig Dean
Patrick Gill they couldn't

mlove and get married - at
not to each other.
ursday night at 8 p.m.,
and GiU share their story
thoughts on oppression,
'mination and the role of
age in today's society dura Life Skills seminar in the
ver~it) Ballroom of the
· Luther King Jr. Uni-verUnion Ballroom.
ission for this University
lecture presentation is $1
Eastern students with a
ID and senior citizens and
the general public.
, who is currently a full
gay civil rights activist,
their presentation delivers
a message and a purpose in
lecture "Gay Marriage: A
Right."
here are two different
s: the purpose is to make
campus a better place for
students to live and the
ge says that it is okay for
one to stand up to those
are against them (homopersons)," Dean said.
Patience, president of
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and
Union, has attended one
Dean and Gill's lectures.

"They have a great lecture
series," Patience said. "I'm
hoping to have a lot of people
go."
Gail Valker, coordinator of
UB lectures, said the issue of
gay rights on campus has been
very noticeable this past
semester and needed in some
way be addressed.
"This is an issue that affects
everyone because it all comes
down to a civil rights issue,"
Valker said.
Dean said he and Gill felt as
though they were being denied
a fundamental right. such as
being able to marry a person
who they loved. They filed a
lawsuit against the court which
later became a movement for
gay civil rights.
Although Dean and Gill still
have not been able to become
legally married. their fight for
civil rights has stretched across
the nation. Currently, the gay
couple lectures on gay rights
nationwide and have appeared
on such talk shows as Donahue,
Oprah, CBS Morning News as
well as other college campuses.
Gill and Dean began their
court battle in November 1990
which is soon to be up in court
appeals. Dean said that if they
win, they will be the first same
sex couple to be legally recognized in the United States.

e Black Student Union
ced the first BSU party of
year at their meeting Tuesday,
discussed plans for Cultural
sity Week and the Parent
iation Dinner.
e party will be held from
p.m. to 12:45 a.m. Friday
e Union Ballroom of the
· Luther King Jr. University
. Admission is $1.50 or $1
a BSU membership card.
SU involvement with CultDiversity Week, to be held
25 to 29, begins with an

opening ceremony which will be
held from 12 to 2 p.m. on Jan. 25
in the University Ballroom of the
Union.
Some of the events planned
during Cultural Diversity Week
are an International Fashion
Show and Ethnic Food Contest,
an African Awareness Day, a
Hispanic Awareness Day and a
dance to be held in the Union's
Grand Ballroom from 8 to 10
p.m. on Jan. 28.
BSU President Aaron Bell
announced ticket prices for the
Parent Appreciation Dinner. The
dinner wi II be held from 2 to 4
p.m. on Feb. 27.

You Need it
We've Got it!

Eastern News
is now
accepting
applications for

Advertising
Representatives.
Topick up an

•School, Office &Computer Supplies
•Art & Drafting Supplies
345-PENS (7367)
217 Lincoln Ave.

•Parcel Shipping
•Fax Service

ALTERNATIVE
ROCK NITE
SO(DRAITS

john, Scott, or
Kyla in the
North Gym of
Buzzard Bldg.

s 1so LONG ISLANDS

(underclassmen
preferred)

Congratulations·
The Minority Affairs Office and Staff wish to
congratulate the following students for their
academic achievements Fall semester.
3.7

3.5 & up

Nicole Watkins

Patricia Lawson
Tiffany Pier&on'

,:

' ' . ,•.' .,l,

~

'l '.t:...:• ..

3.25 & up

3.0 & up

Charles Phillips
Leonard Satterwhite
Charnell Conley
Micheal Slaughter
Sourou Jones

Melissa Chatman
James Tate
Tanisha Moore
Edet Miles
John Cloman
Victoria Davis
Pamela Parson
Terrance Dyson
Maureen Ancheta
Tamar Romious
Latishia Hoskins

GAY MARRIAGE:

A Civil Right
~

Craig Dean and
Patrick Gill have come
to symbolize the spirit
of the Gay Rights
Movement and are revolutionizing the way we
define family, marriage,
and Gay and Lesbian
Relationships.

iversity planned by BSU
CHRISTINE STARR

5

\..

Ill

LECTURES

Thursday, January 21
Spm Grand Ballroom
$1 Students/ $3 General Public
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Students flocking to Rec Center
By CHRISTINE STARR
Staff writer

A year and a half after its
opening, an increasing number
of studencs are taking advantage
of the Student Recreation Center
at Lantz Gymnasium as figures
from a year ago indicate an 8
percent rise in attendance.
"For .the week of Jan. 11 to 17
( 1993) we had 8.611. our actual
turnstile count was 9.258," said
David Duller. director of recreational sports and a professor of
physical education. "We count
the· people in the Student Rec
. Center .every hour. Our turnstile
count was actually about 600
more than our (hourly count)."
Dutter said there was no turnstile count for the first week of
the 1992 spring semester. The
hourly count for that week was
9.407.
'!T.he ~umbers have increased
7.9 percent from a year ago."
Outler said. "Every spring we
always have a high turnout,
(because of) bad weather outside
and (students are) getting ready
for spring break."
Students have been making
exercise f)art of their New Year's
resolutions and. to achieve their

goals, some chose to frequent the
center.
Joy Pacetti, a freshman special
education major, said she has
been dieting since November but
went off her dier during the holidays and looks to the center for
help.
"Next week I'm going to start
running and try to lose 15
pounds," she said.
Jamie Getz, a sophomore elementary education major. and
Stacy West. a sophomore speech
pathology major, plan on making
their New Year's resolution a
regular routine.
"We've been working out all
year, but we weren't always real
faithful to it." Getz said.
Pat McGovern, a freshman
history major, does not consider
his goal to workout at the center
too often.
"I have no plans to lose
weight," McGovern said. "Just
to workout at least l wice a
week."
Katina Schaidle, a junior recreation major, has found a simple
way to exercise regularly.
"I take an aerobics class
which meets twice a week,··
Schaidle said. "Last semester T
was going to do it and I never

did it. So this year rm going to
get over to the Rec Center at
least twice a week."'
Although more students are
frequenting the center this year.
many feel Eastern 's newest investment to promote physical fitness could use improvements.
Amy Dowson, a senior marketing major, is pleased with the
quality and number of facilities
and equipment available at the
center.
Dave Recchia, a sophomore
speech communications major,
often frequents the center but
feels crowding is sometimes a
problem.
"(There is) a lot of easy access
to a lot of equipment,'' Recchia
said, adding he'd like to see
more lockers made available. ··1
like to come in early, because it's
not very crowded. The basketball
courts are usually real crowded."
Chad Agan. a senior accounting major, believes that although
crowding is sometimes a problem. it does not interfere with his
ability to make use of the equipment at the center.
"If you come at the right time
you don't have to worry about
anybody being here at all," Agan
said.

COMEDIAN

MIKE SWEENEY
Wednesday, January 20, 1993
8:00 p.m. Union Rathskellar

00 Student w /l.D. $3.00 General
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TONIGHT!

75¢
PITCHERS

.#JOKERS
·T ONIGHT!
TECHNO NITE

.LARGE

DANCE FLOOK
D.J. KEVIN KRAMER

$ .1 ·00
Lon:gnecks
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Press here for a great
data processing career.
The right time. The right place.

Blue chip. Green light State Farm

State Farm is hiring.
If you're a senior with a data
processing, computer science or
math background, there may be
a very special career opportunity
waiting for you in one of the largest corporate data processing
facilities in the country.
There are actuarial and auditing jobs open, too.

is one of Americas leading insurance companies. Through innovative marketing and a proud
service tradition it has become
the nation's leading auto and
homeowners insurer, and one of
the top life insurance companies
in the country.
You'll receive expert training.
You11 work on state-of-the--art data

processing eQuipment. You'll go
as far and as fast as you can.
You couldn't have a more solid.·
base to build a career on.
Contact your campus
Placement Director about

State Fann today.
Or write Daryl Watson, AssistantDirector, Home Office Personnel .
Relations, One State Farm Plaza,
Bloomington, Illinois 61710.

STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANIES HomeOffices Bloomtngton. llilnotS Art Equal ()pponunity Emplover
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dent Senate addresses
e vacated senate seats
A GOODWIN

first mec.ting of 1993, the
Senate will begin the proing the vacanck:-. left by
ng senate member.>.
e will meet Wednesday
. in the Arcola-Tuscola
the Martin Luther King Jr.
Union.
Giordano, Jenny Rank.
. R.J. Wood and Maria
are the five departing sen. These positions will
Within the next few weeks.

ok rental
mmittee
tablished
mmittee 10 examine
changes in the TextRental Service will be
cd this week. said a
r of the Faculty/StuRelations Committee.
Miller, a member of
acully/Student RclatCommiuee, updated the
t) Senate on his coin's progress al the :.enregular meeting Tuessaid he will be meeting
other memhers of the
11tee Thursda). The
lt)/Student Relations
·nee must decide how

1ttee must report its
gs at the senate's Jan.

dent Senate members
Restagno, Karie Rice
Bobby Smith and FacSenate members Miller,
Aylesworth and RichWandling.
er also told the senate
Physical Plant Director
.Commiuee has narlist of possible candito 62. He said the complans to announce an
schedule next
- Staff report

The senate will begin accepting
applications for the positions
Wednesday. Applicants will panicipate in an interview process and be
subject to approval by chc senate.
Seven new positions \loere filled
during the fall semester.
The senate will also name the
new committee chairs for nine
committees. The chair positions for
the following committees will be
up for appointments: Legislative
Leadership. Academic Affairs.
Appropriations and Judiciary.
Elections. Governmental Affairs •
Housing and University Develop-

ment, Internal Affairs. Student
Awareness and University Relations commiJtccs.
In addition, the :.enate activities
will also be outlined. Cultural
Rountltable and Sweep the City are
two of the events planned to take
place this semester.
The Cuhuml Roundtablc will be
a forum made up of students and
senate members who ho!>I! lo foster
awareness of other cultures.
Sweep the City gives student
organizations a chance to pick up
litter from the streets of Charleston.

7

weMdaOiher's
8
FREEBBQ's
$2 Pitchers (Lite & MGD)

"It's worth the trip up!"

Royal Heights Apartments
1509 S. Second

• Large 3-Bedrooms
• Great Location

Life skill seminars
start Wednesday
By LAURA FOGEL
Staff writer

Overcoming negative body
images and learning about them
will be the focal points of one of
two Life Skills seminars held
Wednesday in the Martin Luther
King Jr. Univen.ity Union.
"Transforming Body Image,"
scheduled at noon in the Arcola
Room. will be followed by "He
Said, She Said." which will start
at 7 p.m. in the Effingham Room.
Both seminars are sponsored by
the Counseling Center.
"Transfonning Body Image:;"
will invohe a brief psychological
test measuring students' relationship with their body images and
exercises designed to improve
that relationship, said host Genie
Lenihan.
"This seminar is designed to
help students understand their
body images better. overcome

insecurities about those body
images. and learn to love and
care about their own personal
body image." Lenihan said.
"He Said, She Said,"' will push
to infonn students of what blocks
communication in relationships
between the sexes, said Gerald
Saucier, host of the seminar.
"The block!\ in communication
that will be discussed happen not
only in intimate relationships.
but in male und female friendships as well," Saucier said.
"'Jn order to talk about those
blocks, J 'II also describe what is
involved in having a healthy
relation ship and what kinds of
things cause unhealthy relationships - such as incorrect assumptions people have of both sexes
in the form of negative stereotypes."
Saucier will also discuss the
effect:; of drinking on college
relationships.

(Behind Old White lfcn)

Garage Parking Available
WE ARE LEASING UP FAST SO CAll TODAY!

348-5312 OR 1-356-8888
ID. Real Estate Broker
•

Material Issue

C~

1

-'Destination Universe'
Fuirth1treet ~1 -"lnt'l Pop Overthrow"
[ Recortls
CD
Cassette
=:::::;:;;=~---.l$ I Q99
$ 699

J1

dada

loutad It 4th & Lincoln
(ll<fOU from ...,.1..·11

-"Puzzle"
CD
Cassette
$1099
$699
-"Dizz Knee Land"
Cassette Single $ 2 50

Both Bands
at
Stu's, Jan. 21 ~
Tickets Sold
here.

YOUNGSTOWN
Student Arartments
Now Leasing for Fal & Summer 93 & 94

Bush staff bids farewell
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Bush administration is being
stuffed into boxes. loaded onto
vans and moved into history. For
the last to go, there were empty
desks. empty feelings.
"Everybody's cried a little," said
one rear-guard staffer at the White
I louse. "But it's time to leave."
Boxes were piled on desks or in
hall ways throughout official
Washington. as more than 3.000
political appointees made way for
the Clinton era.
Some of those departing held
parties. more like wakes, to mark
the end of their Washington service. Addresses were exchanged,
memories recalled and promises of

• Central A/C
• 1-1/ 2 Baths

345-2363

continued lrien<lship made.
Staffers in the executive mansion were told to pack up and try to
leave by last Friday. Katja Bullock,
who worked in the White House 11
years for Presidents Reagan and
Bush, said she doesn't remember
the great house being so quiet.
Earlier, she said, every scrap
of paper from the Bush years was
archived. boxed and shipped to
Texas. One day. scholars at a
planned presidential library in
College Station will sort through it
all to accord a better view for history.
But for now. White House workers dusted. vacuumed and washed
while Ms. Bullock filed memories.

CALL NOW!
121
121
121
121
121

121
121
121
121
121

Spacious 2 Bedroom Townhouses
for 3 & 4 People
1, 3, & 4 Bedrooms Available
Central Air
Fully Furnished

24 hr. Maintenance
Dishwasher
Free Parking
Basic Cable Paid
Onsite Management

Garbage Disposals

We Got BIG Square Feet!

4j
Cambridge & Nantucket

JOIN

Alpha Phi Omega- Delta Psi
1

EIU S CO-ED SERVICE FRATERNITY

informational meetings:
•Wednesday Jan. 20-8:00 P.M. Kansas Room, MLK Union

•Thursday Jan. 21-8:00 P.M. Effingham Room, MLK Union
We joined last semester
J. Moore

A. Adkins ·
J. Bursaw
P. Graham;
B. Lamb
C. Maslunes

L. Schaffer
R. Smith
B. Thompson
J. Warren

C. Attuitis
D. Dahle-Melsaether
K. Keltner
J. Lane
C. White

J. Nimtz
S. Skaer
M. Southerland
J. Tizzard

·· · RUSH A Phi O!! RUSH A Phi O!!

More. Info, Call Erin-581-8081

For. .

or Eric-581-3537
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The Dally Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day·s Incorrect Insertion. Report errors
Immediately at 581-2812. A.
corrected ad wlll appear In
the next edition.
All classlfled advertising
MUST meet the 2 p .m.
de&dllne to appear In the
next day·s publication. Any
ads processed AfTU 2 p.m.
wlll be published In the fol·
lowing day·s newspaper.
A.ds cannot be canceled
AfTU the 2 p.m. deadline.
Classlfled ads must be
paid In advance. Only
accounts with establlshed
credit may bf> blllf'C'I.
A.II Advertising submitted
to The Dally Eastem News Is
subject to approval and may
be revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.
The Dally Eastern News

assumes no llablllty If for any
reason It becomes necessaiy
to omit an advertisement.

DIRECTORY
Sf.RVJCES

0nu£D

TRAVU

lJwNJNG/Satoot..s
Hur WANTU>

FREE Battery and electrical test
FREE Installation. Battery speclallsts 1519 Madison Ave.
Charteston 345-VOLT.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _caMWF/00
LIFEGUARDING CLASS The
Charleston Rec. Dept is offenng
Amencan Red Cross Lifeguarding
class starting Jan. 23rd. Cost Is
$38.00. Call 345-6897 or stop by
520Jackson.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1122

SPRING BREAK '93 BLOWOUT
SALEI Lowest prices, best trips •
100% guaranteed! Cancun ,
Jamaica, & Florida packages still
available from America's student
travel leader. Travel free • organize a small group. Call STS at
(800) 648-4849.
_ _ _ _ _ _ 1/22
Spring Break! Panama City
Beach. Quality accommodations
on the beach! Only $119 per person. Call Mike at 581-2484 or 1·
800-998-TAIP

_211
CANCUN $429: Travel With
College Tours • air, hotel, major
parties. Call now to find out how
you can earn a FREE TRIPllll We
are the largest spring break operator to CANCUN in the nation. Do
not delay, call today! 1-800-3954896
1122
Spring Break: Cancun, Mexico
Lowest prices guaranteedlll We
wlll match anything. More Info.
Jodi 581-2094
--~------1/28

WANTtD

HllPWANT£D

AoornON
ltIDE.s/llIOlRS

Assistant Swim Coach Mon.,
Wed .. Fri evenings $5.00/hr.
Apply at 520 Jackson, Recreation
Dept., 345·6897. Apply by Wed.,
Jan. 20.
_ _ _ _ __ _ __ 1/20
National Organization seeks 4 to
6 college students as on campus
reps. Big SSS. Call 1-800-322·
2464.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1126

ROOMMATtS

SU11.1SSORS
FOR RENT
FOR SA.Ll

Lo5r &'. f'ouND
ANNOUNCEMENTS

o!~;

II

Female sublessor needed
ASAP. Own room, close to campus. $160/mo. Call Dawn 3480205
__ _
1/21
SUBLESSOR SPA. '93. 1/2
BLOCK FROM CAMPUS.
$188/MO. WATER, HEAT
INCLUDED CALL 824-7209
AFTER 4.
__
1/20
Female sublessor needed now
for Spr. 93. Own room, 1 block
from campus. Summer rent free.
Call 345-2784
,,..-.,..-,,..,---..,,.-----1/20
Park Place. Own room, 113 utili·
ties $145 month. 348-0124
__
1122
SUBLESSOR NEEDED SUM. 93.
OWN MASTER BEDROOM IN
TOWN HOUSE. NEGOTIABLE
RENT. CALL ANNE, BRITTANY
RIDGE, 345-7379.
_
1/28
Share spacious older home
for fall (93-94) school year.
Two blocks from campus.
Terms: $220 a month for 1O
months, utilities. basic cable,
and use of washer and dryer
Included. (women only) . Call
581-5675
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/26

Roommate needed for spnng 93.
112 block from campus, heat and
water paid. own room. Call 345·
9694
-----~---1/25
Responsible male wanted to
share furnished apartment for 9394 school year. Only 2 blocks
from campus, own bedroom,
$180 a month and split utilities.
Call Tony, 348-5613
~-~-~~---1126

Nice, close to campus, furnished
houses for 93-94 school year.
Two people per bedroom, 10 1/2
mo. lease, $175/mo., 345-3148.
Evenings.

~,, I

Name: _______________

~

Address: - - - - - - Yes

D

No

Dates to run - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Ad to read:

s Behave badly
to Applaud
t4Zeno 's
"classroom"
ts Gulf of Lions
feeder
us Take on
17 League of
Nations
opponent
20Samuel's
mentor
2t lnterlaken's
river
22Heorshe
23 Dieter's no-no
2sFix
HWelktn
27Mangold

Expiration code (office use only)_ _ _ _ _ _ __
Person accepting ad _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ __
Amount due:$ _ _ __

Payment:
OCash

Q Credit

OCheck

Check number _ _ __
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word lirst
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
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N
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DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS

The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous
or in bad taste.

517

APARTMENTS FOR RENT. Two
three-bedrooms for two-three students. 10 month lease, close to
EIU. Call CAMPUS RENTALS,
345·3100 between 3-9 p.m.
_1122

Highwayman

1 - - were (so to 3t Bristles
34 TV's Griffin
speak)

Under Classification of: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

no. words/days

_ _ _ __ _ _ ___517

Rooms $150/month , utilities:
Women ONLY Intersession ,
Summer, Fall & Spring SessionsCall Pat Novak (708) 789-3n2.
-~-~-----1129
Now leasing for fall: ~bedroom
furnished apartments. McArthur
Manor Apartments 913-917
Fourth St 345-2231
--

Female sublessor needed Spr
93. Own room. Close to campus.
$185/mth . Utllltles paid. Call
Rental Services 345-3100. Ask
about Apt. 3
------~--1122

Classified Ad Form
D

II

S..E-.S

FREE DAYTONA SPRING
BREAK.: Organize only 18 PEOPLEandtravelFREEIStayatthe
Howard Johnson's Beachfront
from only $1491 CALL NOWI
Take A Break Vacations 1·800328-SAVE
1/20
VOLUNTEER READERS ·To
tape record texts and/or read
aloud to fellow EIU students.
Could lead to Read for Pay.
DlsabilityServices.581-6583.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1122
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING •
Eam $2,000+/month +world travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the Carribean,
etc.) Holiday, Summer and
Career employment available. No
experience necessary. For
employment program call 1·206·
634-0468 ext. C5738
___215
Graduate student looking for a
reliable typist ... Please contact
Suzanne at 581-2230
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/20
NEED EXTRA MONEY? Sell
Avon. Call 345-6834.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1129
Set your schedule-Earn $100 per
day. Interested? Call 1-800-322·
2464.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/26

Eastern News

Phone: _ _ _ _ _Students

II

Hf.IP WANllJ>

35 Large volume
•Wheeler·
dealers'
hotbed?
39 Singer Turner
40 "Winnie Pu"
4t Like Saint
Elmo's fire
42 Hordeolum
a Kind of jerk
44Foxy
•Bank
48 Biennial herb
IO Traffic no-nos,
often
a An 18-wheeler,
for short

foRIENt

Female only-on the Square. Own
room, $225 per month Nichebe
Kamerer
1125
Microwave oven rental $25 for
Spring Semester plus $10
deposit. 820 Lincoln Street 348n46
517

1508 1st St. 1 block North of
O'Brien field 10 mos lease. 6
bedroom house for 8 girls.
Great furniture. $175 each.
Washer & dryer Included. Call
Jan or Charlotte. Eads Realty.
345-2113.
517

Waddell Apts. 1 block North of
Krackers on 4th St. 3 bedroom
Apt. for 3 persons. Rent paid by
semester only. $135 per person.
10 mos. lease. SEcurity locked
building. Call Jan or Charlotte.
Eads Realty. 345-2113
517

PHONE 345-3515 or 348-8837
AFTER 4:30 PM FOR INFOA·
MATION ON THE FOLLOWING:
(1) Furnished apartment. Five
bedrooms. Washer/dryer in
apartment. Central air. Extra
nice. Four or five occupants. (2)
Two bedroom furnished apartment. Extra nice. Washer and
dryer. Air conditioner. Two occupants.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1122

New apts., one, two,
bdrm. Great for grad.
married couples. Ask
345-1556 or 345-2919
Morton Park Apart
leasing for fall. 2
pletely furnished, c
very nice furniture and
Close to campus. 1
lease. Water, garbage,
TV included in rent. $21
2 or $160 each for 3.
Need a place to
semester? Over the
Watch the Daily Ea
Classifieds for avail
space.

24 W. Buchanan . Aldo Roma
Apts. 1 bedroom apartments for 1
or 2 persons. Utilities included. 11
1/2 mos. lease. $325 for 1 person
or $185 each for 2 persons. Call
Jan or Chartotte 345-2113. Eads
Realty
_ _ _ _ _ _517
2 bedroom house with garage
near campus. No pets. 217-9324760
_ _ _ _ _ ca1 /13,15,20,22
Apartments and a 4 br house
available for group rental.
Summer and Fall. Call 345-7106
afters.
- - - _ _ _ _ _ _ 1122
Houses & Apartments for 93-94
school year. One to seven bed·
rooms. One block or less from
campus. Call 345·4463 for an
appointment.

---~--~--1129
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GO (AP) - The Chicago Bears
Dallas for another hands.on,
coach Tuesday. picking Cowive coordinator Dave Wanne Mike Ditka.
the Bears into Super Bowl
after he came from Dallas 11
, and now the Bears want
to work the same magic. That
after the Cowboys play the
ills in the Super Bowl on Jan. 31.
e right opportunity and right
40-year-old Wannstedt said.
ious to get to work. The only
is the two weeks we have to prethe Super Bowl." Wannstedt has
'ted with rebuilding the Cowinto the league's best; Dallas
ents to 15.2 points and 245.8
game in the regular season.

Bears president Michael Mccaskey
announced Wannstedt's hiring two weeks
after he fired Ditka following a 5-11 season
marked by the fonner coach's flareups with
McCaskey, players and fans.
"This is a historic day for the Chicago
Bears, the passing of the torch," Mccaskey

style is similar to Ditka's.
"I'm a hands on coach, enthusiastic.
emotional. A players coach," Wannstedt
said.
Mccaskey took his time before firing
Ditka but moved swiftly in hiring Wannstedt, who was a leading contender for the
New York Giants job.
"The talks were very intense in New
York," Wannstedt said. "That was as far as
it really went." He said taking the Chicago
job was an eao;y decision.
"It all starts at the top," he said. "You
surround yourself with people who are
committed. After several meetings with
Mike, I feel comfortable, and I'm very
excited about the direction that the Chicago
Bears will take in the '90s." Mccaskey
declined to give specifics on Wannstedt's
"multi-year" contract.

said at Tuesday's news conference.
Wannstedt and Ditka have similar backgrounds. Both grew up in Pennsylvania,
played college football at Pittsburgh, and
went to Chicago from assistant coaching
jobs at Dallas.
Wannstedt 's description of his coaching

WEDNES
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Tt-£ DALY~ NEws

INOIANAPOLIS CAMP LOOKING FOR COOL, TALENTED
ANO MOTIVATED COLLEGE
STUDENTS TO WORK AS
SENIOR COUNSELORS FOR
CAMPEURS OF AU AGES. IF
YOU ARE INTERESTED,
PLEASE CALL AMY AT 3487851 BY MONDAY, JAN. 25
FOR AN INTERVIEW.
~----,--,...,-.,----1/22
Are you looklng for an exciting
summer job??? Then we're
looking for youl Senior camp
counselors are needed to work
with campers of all ages at an
Indianapolis camp. lf you are
Interested, please call Amy at
348-7851 by Monday, Jan. 25
for an interview.

,,....,.....,..__ _ _ _ _ _ 1122

Sick and tired of overrated
Texas and Florida Spring
Breaks. Try Breckenridge 1993.
Tom :MS-9523
I

_,,....~-.,----2/1
Philip Mulzanely's
llld notebook In room

Union.

1/20
..,,......,..,'"'N-ew--=B,...e"""d_s,...IN aw
w Phone Number!
TAN) has moved to
a 348-0018, M·F, '4-9,
12 8888ions, 30.00 this

1122

.,,.D~Y..,......,S"""H.,...o=-P=-:--=T""'he

6
, NEWEST, and BEST
I :MS.TANS
---:-:----:--:=-1/22
needed for Spring
r, male or female .
t FAA 216 Art

~--=--~-:--1/25

rop·Congratulations
position as hlstorl·
. Phi Sig Love, your

-

=---....,..,."""1/20
Sigma would like to
everyone back to a
semester.

1/29

MIKE MACIS: CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR ACTIVATION.
LOVECOUEEN

~-------1/20

TODD SANER: You are an awesome dadl Thank you for everything! Good Luck this week!
SMILE! Love your A-Phi kid,
Amy
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/20
JEFF·I MISS YOU! SMILE!
YOU
WILL BE ACTIVE
BEFORE LONG! LUV, AMY
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/20
Delta Zeta Pledges: Good luck
this week during your I week.
Only a few more days left. Love,
Your Turtle Man, Nick

1/20

~o=E-LT~A---Z~E=TA_S_:_H_O_P~E-YOU

HAO A NICE BREAK ANO
WELCOME BACK. LOVE,
YOUR DEE ZEE MAN, NICK

__________1/20

Order of Omega Applications
are out. Ask your chapter president or pick one up at Rm 316
In the Union.

CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWStlP will have Bible Study Wed. located
south of Lawson HaA Thurs. at 7p.m. Bring a friend. Call ~ for rides
or more Info.
HAITI CONNECT10N wlft meet Wed. at 5p.m. at the Newman Center. New

members welcome!
TAYLOR HAll BLACK History Month Committee Invites all inta1'8818d
Individuals to be a pert of our exploeion in Februaty. Contact Dwayne Smith
at 2739 or Joe Flynn at 2433. Al ethnic gn>14>S welcome.
IOTA Ptl THETA wll have an ilbmatlooal smoker Wed. at 6:30p.m. at
the ~Amellcan CIAlral Center. C8aual attire.
EJU HOCKEY CLUB Invites anyone interested in signing up for EIU
Hoc:l<ey Ckb is asked to attend a meeting in Thomas Hall Lobby at 7:30.
There wil be infOITnation on upcxmng gamee and practices.
ZOOLOGY CLUB WILL have a meeting Wed. at 7p.m. In LS 201. Mr.
Robert Gales from Southern llinoia wll be talking about ~ Wetland
Wildlife Reeeatdl Issues: AA SIUC Perspective." Free Kool-aid and cookies.
EPISCOPAL CAMPUS MINISTRY wil haw Mass Wed at 5p.m. in the
Shelby• room of the Student Union every Wed. throu!ll the semester.
REC SPORTS ENTRY deldrle for baskeCbell is Wed. from 2·10p.m. at
the lntranual desk In the SAC Lobby.
REC SPORTS VOLLEYBALL entries accepted beginning today at 210p.m. at the lntramJral desk In the SAC Lobby.
PUBLIC ADUit ASSOC. will haw Edna Walden speak about internships
with the office of the govenor In Coleman Hall 226, Wed. at 3:30.
BLACK STUDENT UNION Is looking for men Interested in Intramural bas·
ketbal with BSU. If Interested should oontact Tyran at 3791 by 3p.m.
PSI-CHI WILL have a meeting Wed. at 6:30p.m. In the Psychology
Loonge. Packages now available In Psychology ollioe.
ACS WILL HAVE a meeting Wed at 7p.m. In 5414.
PRSSA WILL HAVE a meeting Wed. at 8:30. All majors are welcome and
bring your schedules. lnfonnation on meeting place please caH Julie at

8027.
NEWMAN CATHOUC CENTER will celebrate Mass Wed. at 9p.m. in the
Newman Chapel. For rides call before 4:30, 348-0188.
E.A.A.T.H. WILL HAVE e meeting Wed. at 6p.m. in Blair Half 313. How
nu::h longer can you cloae your eyes to the poiaorWig of our land, air and
waler? New members welcome!
PN GAMMA NU actives meeting Wed. at 5:15 In Lumpkin 17. Mancitoly,
Be on time, Formal.

Calvin and Hobbes

'5ELL5HORT
5AVELONG'
The Daily Eastern News
will run your CLASSIFIED AD
for 1 day for $1 *
•10 words ONE DAY is $1.00
"The 1 for S1 ii available to any non-cornmelCial lndMdual who wishes to
sel an items or items (max. ol 3 items). An items must be~ ... •

Name: _________________
Address: ________,P hone:------Oates to run

-----------

Message:

(one word per line)

Under Classlficatlon of: _ _ _ _ Person accepting ad _ __
Expiration code (olf'tee use only)

No. words/days

Compositor_ _ __

Amount due:S _ _ _ __

by

Bill Watterson

-----~--1~1

CONGRATULATIONS NIKKI
HUNT of Tri·Slqma on being
pinned to Chad Barnhill ATO
Mllllkinl Sigma love: Kristi,
Becca, & Sarah
__________

J

1~0

Congratulation.I to NIKKI BAUMAN on bec:oming the 1993
MISS ILLINOIS COUNTY FAIR
QUEENI v'our Sig Kap Sisters
are proud' of you.
_ _..,._ _ _ _ _ _ 1/20
STUDENT
SENATE
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE. 5
POSITIONS TO FILL. PICK UP
AT OFFICE IN UNIVERSITY
UNION.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/22
To the AST Gators-Hope you
had a great break and good luck
this semester. Love, Tom

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/20

JOEY'S . OPEN TIL 2 A.M.
THURSDAY, FRIDAY, ANO
SATURDAY. DOGS TO YOUR
DOOR ANO MOREi

1/20

ALPHA Ptl OMEGA wlU have an lnfolmatlonal meeting Wedneeday at

8p.m. In the Kansas room In the MLK Union. Al lnteu11lilld In ffrdng more
about ~ Phi Omega and poest>ly joining should atl8nd and bring one
friend If poeelble. Actives ate reminded that they ate required to attend. For
more Info cal 8081 or 3537.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/20

The Daily Eastern News
now accepts
VISA and MasterCard
more information call 581-2812.

Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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COLLEGE OF HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND RECREATION

REC SPORTS SHORTS
Office: Student Recreation Center Lobby
ENTRY DEADLINES

Telephone: 581-2821
SPRING AEROBICS SCHEDULE!!

Basketball (M,W, 5'10" and Under) ........................................................TODAY
Racquetball Singles (M,W) ................................................... Friday, January 22
*Bowling Circus ...........................................................Wednesday, January 27
Bowling (M, W) ................................................................Thursday, January 28
Volleyball (CR) .............................................................Wednesday, January 27
Pickleball Singles (M,W) ....................................................... Friday, February 5

DAY
MONDAY

BASKETBALL

TUESQAY

--Men's and Women's Leagues.
--Teams consist of minimum 5 players with a roster limit of 10 players.
--Play consists of round robin leagues with a single elimination tournament for
the playoffs.
--Games consist of 20 min. halves with 5 min. halftime - running clock until
the last 2 mins. of the game.
--DIVISIONS
Men's "A" (Pro-Level)
Women's Open Div.
Men's •a• (University-Level)
Women's "Rec.• (no playoffs)
Men's "Rec.• (no playoffs)
Men's 5'10" Open Div.
Fraternity 'A" (Pro-Level)
Men's Faculty/Staff Open Div.
(only~ frat. team: all others play in reg. men's league)
-F~lty/Staff leagues play at noon in Lantz Gym-$10.00 PEF Card required.
--Teams will play one day per week during regular league play; leagues are
scheduled Sun.-Thurs. between 5:00-10:00 p.m. Teams may check available
leagues days and times for each division at the Intramural desk in the SAC
J..Qbby.
--Entry Deadline is TODAY at 10:00 p.m.
--Managers meeting for basketball are scheduled for Thursday, Jan. 21 as follows:
Men's "A" & "B" Leagues:
4:45 p.m.
Men's & Women's "Rec" Leagues:
5:30 p.m.
Women's "A" & Fac./Staff Leagues:
6:15 p.m.
All team managers meeting will be conducted in the Lantz Club Room . Team
managers in attendance will receive a "win" for their team. BE ON TIME!
---------------------------~

BOWLING CIRCUS
--Men's and Women's singles, doubles, teams, and mixed doubles.
--Participants will bowl one game in which they will be given specified throws.
11
--lnd~l~tQr, 01') tJ1Q..sp9t" with a validatect student ID or Fac./Staff Rec
card from 4:00~:00'"p.m. on Wednesday, ~an. 27 in the University Union
Bowling Lanes. No entries will be taken after 5:30 p.m .
**COST OF BOWLING IS $.80 PER PERSON PER LINE. SHOE RENTAL IS
$.35. ALL FEES MUST BE PAID PRIOR TO BOWLING!

RACQUETBALL SINGLES
--Men's and Women's Competition
--Matches consist of the best 2 out of 3 games to 15 points -- must win by 2.
--Individuals must select to play in a Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, or
Thursday, evening tournament. The winner from each nightly will advance to
the final tournament on Friday.
--Entry deadline Friday, January 22.
--Play begins Monday, January 25 at 6:00 p.m. on the Lantz Racquetball
courts.

----------------------------1
CO-REC VOLLEYBALL

TIME
3:00 P.M.
3:30-4:00 P.M.
4:00 P.M.

IMPACT LEVELS
LOW
TUMMY TUCK
STEP AEROBICS
HIGH
LOW
FAC/STAFF
LOW

PLACES
ENCLOSED GYM
DANCE STUDIO
AEROBICS ROOM
ENCLOSED GYM
ENCLOSED GYM
DANCE STUDIO
AEROBICS ROOM

LOW
BUTT BURNER
LOW
HIGH
STEP AEROBICS
FAC/STAFF
LOW

ENCLOSED GYM
DANCE STUDIO
ENCLOSED GYM
AEROBICS ROOM
AEROBICS ROOM
DANCE STUDIO
AEROBICS ROOM

LOW
TUMMY TUCK
STEP AEROBICS
HIGH
LOW
FAC/STAFF
LOW

ENCLOSED ROOM
DANCE STUDIO
AEROBICS ROOM
ENCLOSED GYM
ENCLOSED GYM
DANCE STUDIO
AEROBICS ROOM

LOW
BUTT BURNER
LOW
HIGH
STEP AEROBICS
FAC/STAFF
LOW

ENCLOSED GYM
DANCE STUDIO
ENCLOSED GYM
AEROBICS ROOM
AEROBICS ROOM
DANCE STUDIO
AEROBICS ROOM

4:00 P.M.

LOW
HIGH

ENCLOSED GYM
AEROBICS ROOM

3:00-4:30 P.M

LOW

AEROBICS ROOM

5:00 P.M.
6:00 P.M.
3:00 P.M.
3:30-4:00 P.M.
4:00 P.M.
S :OOP.M.
6:00 P.M.
WEQNESQAY

3:00P.M.
3:30-4:00 P.M.
4:00P.M.
5:00P.M.
6:00P.M.

THURSDAY

3:00 P.M
3:30-4:00P.M.
4:00P.M.
5:00 P.M.
6:00P.M.

SATJ/SUN

SPBIN~

AO!.!A AEROBIC SQHEQ!.!l.E !!

MONDAY-FRIDAY............................................................................... 5:00 P.M.
TUESD~&~URSD~ ...................................................................6:00 ~M.
••All one-hour sessions are held in Buzzard Pool unless otherwise posted.

PICKLE-BALL SINGLES
--Men's and Women's Competition.
--Matches consist of the best 2 out of 3 games to 11 points --must win by 2. Individuals
ciate themselves.
--lnd1v1duals must select to play in the Monday or Tuesday evening tournament. The
ners from each nightly tournament will advance to the finals on Wednesday.
-Entries taken beginning Friday, Jan 29. The Entry deadline is Friday, Feb. 5.
--Play begins Monday, Feb. 8 at 8 :00 p.m . in the Lantz Fieldhouse.

PART-TIME STUDENT FEES
Students who are not attending full-time but who wish to use the SAC and Lantz f
ties during the Spring Semester may do so by purchasing a Recreation Membership
Part-Time students will be required to $4.60 for each credit hour less then 12 for which
are enrolled. Students should bring their fee receipt, class schedule, and Student l.D. to
SAC office to pay the fee and obtain a Recreation Membership card. Make checks pa
to Eastern Illinois University.
A student registered for 1 hour pays $50.60.
A student registered for 2 hours pays $46.00.
A student registered for 3 hours pays $41 .40.
A student registered for 4 hours pays $36.80.
A student registered for 5 hours pays $32.20.
A student registered for 6 hours pays $27.60.
A student registered for 7 hours pays $23.00.
A student registered for 8 hours pays $18.40.
A student registered for 9 hours pays $13.80.
A student registered for 10 hours pays $9.20.
A student registered for 11 hours pays $4.60.

-Co-Rec Leagues.
--Teams consist of a minimum of 6 players (3 men and 3 women) with a roster limit of 12 players (6 men and 6 women).
--Play consists of 6-team round-robin leagues with a single elimination tourLANTZ POOL CLOSED
nament for the playoffs.
- - - --- -----··Matches consist of best 2 out of 3 games to 15.
Lantz Pool will be closed for Intercollegiate Swim Meets on the following
--Div is ions:
Co-A ec
0 pen
Division'
•Rec.•
Di vision• ..,.s_at_u_rd_ay_. _Ja_n_ua_ry
_ 30
_;_a_nd_ s_ a_tu
_rd
_ a_y_. F
_e_b_ru_a_
ry_6_. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _, .
("Rec.• Division has no playoffs but plays more games) and Fae/Staff Div.
INFORMAL RECREATION SCHEDULE
--Teams may choose a Monday/Wednesday or Tuesday/Thursday league at
SPRING 1993
6: 15; 7:00; 7:45; 8:30; or 9: 15 for regular season play.
FACILITY
MON-THUR
EBl
SA!
film
-Entries taken beginning Wednesday, Jan. 20 at 2:00 p.m. Entry deadline is 'STUDENT REC CTR
8 am-11 pm
8am-10 pm
10a m-9 pm
12 pm-10
7 pm-11 pm
7 pm-10 pm
12pm-9 pm
12 pm·10
Wednesday, Jan. 27 at 10:00 p.m. No entries are accepted on the weekends. 'LANTZ BLDG. (1)
8 pm-11 pm
8pm-10 pm
12pm-9 pm
12 pm-10
'LANTZ FLDHS(1)
TEAM ENTRIES TAKEN WEEKDAYS BETWEEN 2:00 & 10:00 P.M.!
LANTZ POOL (1)
7 pm.-10 pm
7pm-10 pm
2 pm-5 pm
2 pm-5pm
--Play begins Monday, Feb. 1 on the SAC Basketball Courts.
RACO. COURTS (2)
8 am-11 pm
8 am-10 pm
10am-9 pm
12 pm-10
--Manager's Meeting for Co-Rec Volleyball are scheduled for Thursday, Jan. MCAFEE S. GYM (3)
6 pm-11pm
6pm-10 pm
1 pm-9 pm
12 pm-10
12·1 &4-5 pm 12-1 & 4-5pm
1pm-9pm(3) 12pm-10
28 as follows: Monday/Wednesday Leagues -7 p.m.; Tuesday/Thursday BUZZARD POOL
7:30am-11pm 7:30am-9:30pm
2pm-9pm
2pm-9:30
Leagues -7:30 p.m. All Team Manager's Meetings will be conducted in the EQUIP. ISSUE RM.
'Will close at 10pm Monday-Thursday beginning Monday, March 29,1993
Lantz Club Room. Team managers in attendance will receive a "win" for their (1)
Athletic Events will take priority.
team. BE ON TIMEI
(2) Except when classes are in session Monday-Thursday.

----------------------------1
BOWLING

-Men's and Women's Leagues.
--Teams consist of 4 bowlers with a roster limit of 6.
--Matches consist of 3 games.
--Teams may choose a Monday, Tuesday, or Thursday afternoon league
which will play from 4:00-6:00 p.m.
--Entries taken beginning Thursday, Jan. 21 at 2:00 p.m. Entry deadline is
Thursday, Jan. 28 at 10:00 p.m. No entries are accepted on weekends.
TEAM ENTRIES TAKEN WEEKDAYS BETWEEN 2:00 & 10:00 P.M.

--Play begins Monday, Feb. 1 in the University Union Bowling Lanes.
··cosT FOR BOWLING IF $9.60 PER TEAM EACH TIME THEY BOWL
($.80 PER LINE). SHOE RENTAL IS $.35 PER DAY. FEES PAYABLE TO
UNIVERSITY LANES. ALL COSTS MUST BE PAID PRIOR TO BOWLING!

(3) Group Reservations or Structured Intramural Time.

STEP INTO FITNESS!!
The Division of Recreational Sports is now offering students the opportunity to step
fitness with the new STEP AEROBICS! Step aerobics consists of a 43 by 16 inch p
which has a non-skid, shock absorbing surface with adjustable heights. Step training
be enjoyed by people of all ages and fitness levels. It is known to accelerate weight
give maximum workouts in minimum time, Improve cardiovascular fitness, strengthen
tone legs, hips, thighs, and buttocks, and it involves low impact but high intensity.
miss out on all the fun! So get stepping and enjoy the many benefits of step ae
TODAY! Sessions will be held on the following days and times:
Monday ..............................................................................................................................4:00
Tuesday .............................................................................................................................5:00
Wednesday ........................................................................................................................4:00
Thursday ............................................................................................................................5:00
"ALL SESSIONS WILL BE HELD IN ™E SAC AEROBICS ROOM UNLESS 0
WISE INDICATED (LIMITED TO FIRST 60 PARTICIPANTS).

.

'
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nts talk to ex-Broncos coach
RUTHERFORD,

:-.:.J.

(AP) - George

g by Dave Wannstedt's decision to take
Bears· head coaching job. met with Dan
discuss the New York Giants position that
s to \I.ant.
the fonner Denver Broncos coach who is
few people who has pursued the Giants
for several hours with Young al a hotel in
Tuesday.
did not return a telephone left at his office
Associated Press.
n't help me (Lo comment)," Reeves said
ing it probably hurts me. 1 wouldn't have
to him (Young) if I wasn't interested.•·
a coach has become something of a nightYoung since he fired Ray Handley on Dec.

aves outfielder signs
ultimillion dollar deal
!\'TA (AP) - Outfielder
d Justice. the 1990 NL
e of the Year. avoided
lion Tuesday when he
to a one-year contract
lht Atlanta Braves worth
.<XX>.
'ce, "'ho made $555.000
year 1n his third major
sea~on, became the third
ta player to sign before
g an arbitration process.
olhcrs were outfielder Ron
and relief pitcher Marvin
ta still had eight players
le for arbitration: pitchers

1

THIRSTV
S
ORIGINAL NICKEL

30.
Boston College coach Tom Coughlin. Young's No.
I choice. opted to remain with the Eagles. Young
then turned his attention to Wannstcdt, the 40..yearold defensive coordinator for the Dallas Cowboys.
He quickly become the front-runner for the Giants
job. then shocked many people by taking the Bears
job on Tuesday. just two days after Dallas qualified
for the Super Bowl.
That seemingly forced Young to start looking west
for a replacement.
Reeves, who turned 49 on Tuesday. spent 12 years
with the Broncos, winning five AFC West titles and
taking the team to three Super Bowls, losing each.
He was fired after Denver went ~-8 this season,
losing five of their last six. Quarterback John Elway
was sidelined for five of those games.

John Smoltz, Pete Smith, Kent
Mercker and ~ike Stanton:
catchers Greg Olson and Damon
Berryhill; and infielders Jeff
Blauser and Mark Lemke. John
Schuerholz. beginning his third
year as general manager of the
Braves, has never had an Atlanta
player go through to an arbitration hearing.
Justice recently married actress Halle Berry in a private ceremony attended by family members and close friends.
The 26-year-old outfielder hit
.256 last year, with 21 home
runs and 72 RBI.

12 oz.
DRAFT

BEER

5¢

NIGHT

SEXUAL ASSAULT COUNSELING SERVICE
seeks caring volunteers
to work with victims of sexual assault

Jordan

Training begins January 31
Call office (348-5033), 1-5 pm Mon.-Fri.

• From page 12
everything at Eastern. He has
seen time at the off-guard and at
the post position as well as al the
wing. But Jordan really does not
mind where he plays.
"If 1 can score and contribute
with evcl) aspect of the game the
that is the most fun to me.'' he
said. "I like to do a liule bit of
everything."
As far as the rest of lhe season
is concerned, Jordan said. judging
from the Panthers· 71-57 win
over Mid-Continent Conference
pre-season favorite UIC. that
Eastern is the learn to beat
"I don 'l see anyone else that
can deal with us if we play like
that.'' Jordan said.

SEAR.CH NO MORE

,.~arty's
·cioust
ian Sausage w/grilled onion,
pper, red sauce and fries $249
25

Lg Drafts (Lite & MGD)
nite: red hot wings'n'rings

The ONLY Off Campus Housing On Campus
Now Leasing

PARK PLACE APARTMENTS
(Across from the Union on 7th)
• 1,2 &3 Bedroom
St. James Place

Furnished Units
• Free Trash & Parking
• Central A.C.
• Dishwashers
• Microwaves
•Balconies

( 19 05) S. 12th St.)
• 2 Bedroom Units
• Fully Furnished
• A. C.
• Newly Re modeled
• Laundry & Parking

Still Available For Fall
Call Anytime 348-14 79 For appointment
or drop by rental office on Grant St.
3 :30-5 :30 p.m. - M - F
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$6 GENERAL ADMISSION
Tickets can be purchased at Positively 4th Street Records or Stus
This show WILL SELL OUT! Buy your tickets in Advance!

NCAA Convention outcom
will not hurt Eastern athleti
By RYAN GIUSTI
Associate sports editor

MIKE ANSCHUETZ/Senior photographer
Sophomore Louis Jordan tries to get around an Illinois-Chicago
defender during the Pa11thers' 71-57 win over the Flames Monday
night in Lantz Gym. Jordan led Eastern with 21 points.

Panthers' Jordan
flies just as high
By KEITH FARROLL
Sports editor
I want to be l ike LOUIS
Jordan?
Occasionally, an Eastern
Illinois basketball fan might see
thjs No. 23 in a blue and white
uniform flying through the air
at Lantz Gym for a thunderous
dunk, penetrate to the basket
for an easy layup or even pull
up for a 3-pointer .
Although this Jordan bas
found a lot of success in doing
all of the above, he will not be
seen in Michael Jackson videos
or on the cover the Wheaties'
cereal box. He probably will
not even have his own hamburger at a major fast food
chain.
Where you might find Jordan
is in the gym working on his
basketball game to make it
more consistent.
"It 's not as consistent as I
would want it to be, it's basically from game to game, Jordan
said who is leading Eastern in
scoring averaging 13.9 points
per game. "Coach (Samuels)
tells me to look to score, but it
just depends on the game."
Jordan knows that he is one
of the primary scorers on the
team but he also knows that he
may be a marked man.
"It doesn't bother me," Jordan said. "If there is a case with
a team throwing out a special
defense for me, then I have no

problem with someone else
stepping up or me doing something else other than scoring to
help the team, as long as we
win.''
"Louis is a key force in our
offense," Eastern coach Rick
Samuels said following the
Panthers' 71-57 win over Illinois-Chicago on Monday. "The
other guys will get their shots if
we work our offense, but he
and (Derrick) Landrus have to
create their own shots."
Jordan, who has started in 11
of 13 games this season, was
almost lost in the shuffle coming out of high school. In fact,
the University of Maine was
the only other school seriously
interested in Jordan
" Coming out of my senior
year of high school 1 really
didn't have any schools to choose from and I decided I wasn't
going out the way out there,"
Jordan said.
Some of Jordan's success
may come to a surprise to many
college scouts, who may have
seen Jordan in high school.
"I had my back to the basket
all of the time in high school,"
Jordan said. "I really never handled the ball or shot the ball
from the perimeter until I got
here. A lot of people didn't
know I could do those things
until I got here. Coach Samuels
saw that I could."
Jordan has done just about

• Continued on page 11

"Nothing critjcal" to Eastem's
athletic program came out of thjs
year's NCAA convention held last
weekend in Dallas, according to
Athletic Director Mike Ryan and
Associate Athletic Director Joan
Schmidt.
The annual convention foe college athletics main govemmg body
was attended by five delegates from
Eastern including Ryan, Schmjdt,
Associate Athletic Directqr Ron
Paap, President David Joms and
NCAA faculty representative Bob
Saltmarsh.
"I think we don't have the kind
of resources that other people have
so (the decisions made at the convention) don't have the impact as
they do on some of the other
schools who have more money to
do thlngs with," Schmidt said.
The event that was most covered
by the media was the NCAA's
rejection of men "s basketball coaches proposals to postpone the reduction of scholarships and to increase
the pay of "restrictive earnings.''
The proposals, which were brought
before the NCAA President's
Commission by Duke coach Mike
Knyzewski, were shot down.
The ramifications of this is that
men's basketball will have scholarships reduced from their current
number of 14 to 13 next year. Also
"restrictive earnings" coaches.
assistants that can earn more than a
certain amount of money, can not
be made into full or part-time
coaches.

Midwestern Collegiate
is one such school. ·
possibility that other
Collegiate schools may fl
Another hint that the
may be expanding is the
legislation allowing le
missioner Jerry lppoliri
other schools about co
Mid-Con.

A reduction on women's basketball scholarships was postponed,
leaving women's basketball 15 ion:
• Division I-AA foo
allowable scholarships.
There was, however, some given a boost when th
important news pertairung to the allowed athletes transfi ·
Mid-Continent Conference. The Division 1-A school t
Mid-Con is very close to signmg a school to be eligible i
multimillion dollar deal with a Under the old system
major corporation for sponsorship had to sit out a year befi
of the conference. Previously the be eligible.
• Several athletes n
Mid-Con was sponsored by Pharincluding
Eastern baske
More•. which then went out of busiC.J. Williams, were
ness.
Ryan said that this sponsor extra year of eligibility.
would not be nearly as risky to take leres had a year of eli ·
away when the NCAA
on a sponsor.
"We have a proposal from a rec- quired a minimum ACT
ognizable corporate sponsor for l 0- 18. Since lben the N
year tie with our conference worth changed the minimum
several millions of dollars. That and felt it was unfair to
would be shared evenly with all of athletes that went into co
the schools on a yearly basis," Ryan the old requirement.
• The Gateway Foot
said.
The deal is close to being com- ence will make a longpleted but there are still some hitch- n ing committee to m
spring. Among the sev
es that need to be straightened out.
Also the Mid-Con may be inter- that will be discussed at
ested in expanding to include more ing is a possible interloc ·
schools. Although no schools were ule with the Ohio Va
mentioned specifically at the meet- ference.
ing in Dallas, there are some sch• College athletic pro
ools in the midwest which may be be required to be certi
looking for a new home. Dayton, like academic programs
which is leaving the struggling universities.

Wrestlers to see SIU-E ag
By JEFF GLADE
Staff writer

Coach Ralph McCausland does
nor expect any surprises Wednesday when bis wresders travel south
to take on Southern Illinois at
Edwardsville. After all, five of his
10 grapplers just faced off against
the Cougars last Saturday at the
Southwest Missouri Invitational,
winning four of those contests.
" Where we matched up with
them in Missouri we did well, but
it will put those guys in the situation of having to wrestle the same
guy twice in one week, which can
make it a little tougher," said
McCausland, whose squad takes a
2-2 dual record into the meet. "We
have to get at least as good of a
performance, if not better, than we
had last week lo win.
"As a team though, we need to
take this meet to come together
and get more solid as a team,"
McCausland said. "Everyone has
lo rise to the occasion for one
match out of 10. This is the start of
a big push for us, especially with
all the duals coming up. Still, if we
perform well individually we
should do well as a team and vice
versa."
The Panthers already registering
wins against SIU-E are Joe Daubock at 142 pounds, Tom Carroll
at 167, Rich Murry at 177 and
Stan Gress at 190.
What McCausland said he

JEFF CULLER/Staff p

Eastern wre$tler Joe Daubock lifts a teammate during
Tuesday in the Lantz wrestling room. The Panthers will
Edwardsville to take on Southern Illinois on Wednesday.
expects to be the key of the meet "We need to win those
though is Eirik Gustafson at 118, tee winning the meet."
Brian Klene at 134 and Darnell
The Cougars are ha
Thomas at 158.
s hare of troubles this
"Those will be the key to the bringing an 0-3 dual
tournament, because other than to the meet, largely due
Eirik, who was our one head-to- perienced squad wh
head loss against them, it is some returner is Kris Hayw
of our top guys going against new who was a Division 11
opponents," McCausland said. ican last season.

